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Abstract
The Stalinist command economy was designed to overcome weaknesses that had
destroyed the Russian economy in World War I: a shortage of industrial capacity
combined with the peasant farmers' withdrawal from the urban-rural market into
autarky. Industrialization created the specialized mass production facilities that
ensured the supply of the Red Army with weapons in World War II. There were only
two major economies that mastered mass production in the war, and the Soviet
Union was one of them. By converting the peasants into residual claimants on the
available food, collectivized agriculture ensured that, when war broke out, the
soldiers and war workers were fed first in line. So, the Stalinist command system
was a case of intelligent design - but not all that intelligent. Stalin's war
preparations, while purposeful, were associated with severe costs and capital losses.
Collectivization was a peacetime disaster: it destroyed the human and social capital
of the Soviet countryside and impoverished and alienated the majority of the
population. The general rearmament in the late 1930s, including the mass
production of weapons, was unnecessarily costly, and also failed to deter
aggression. Stalinist industrial policies failed to appreciate the significance of new
information and communication technologies for military as well as civilian uses;
without Stalin noticing, the information revolution was already under way. Stalinist
terror attempted to eliminate potential traitors before the war broke out. Despite
killing a million people, it failed to do so; indeed it may have created more real
traitors than it killed.
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Stalinism and the Economics of Wartime
Between 1914 and 1945, global economic development was interrupted and set
back by two world wars, and its regional patterns were brutally distorted by combat,
exterminations, migrations, and the redrawing of borders. Nowhere was this more
the case than in the territories of the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union.
The two wars were a single historical process: a match of two halves, with an
“interwar” breathing space. In the first war, the combatants learned about
industrialized warfare. They also learned about their adversaries and themselves,
about strengths and weaknesses. They used their new knowledge to prepare for
renewed conflict, aiming to avert it or engage in it, with varying combinations of
anxiety and eagerness. The second of the two wars then tested them on how well
they had learned their lessons.
A distinguishing feature of war in the twentieth century was mass mobilization.
In World War I Russia suffered defeat and revolution because its mobilization failed.
Fully aware of this, and believing that a renewal of war was inevitable, the
Bolsheviks determined to build a new system that would not fail when it came.
Stalin personified this determination and acted on it. In the first part of this paper I
outline the results of the war economy that he built, focusing particularly on 1942.
Then, I consider the extent to which the results were those intended by prewar
preparations. Finally, I discuss the strengths and weaknesses that the war revealed.

The Soviet economy in 1942
The main dimensions of the Soviet war effort in 1942, the worst year of the war, can
be established by a few measures. Chart 1 suggests how the Soviet and German
forces measured up numerically.
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Chart 1. The balance of supplies on the eastern front, 1942: USSR and Germany
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The chart shows that, in this critical year, despite devastating setbacks the Soviet
Union was still able to field and supply an army that was larger than that of its
adversary in personnel. Moreover, the Soviet Union was able to provision its troops
more intensively, in terms not only of the total of munitions and ordnance available,
but also in the provision per soldier; this is suggested by the fact that the relative
Soviet advantage was greater in all lines of equipment than for the number of
troops. “If there was a true ‘armaments miracle’ in 1942,” the historian of the Nazi
war economy Adam Tooze (2006, pp. 588-589) has concluded, “it occurred, not in
Germany, but in the armaments factories of the Urals.”
In fact, if all we knew about the war was the figures in Chart 1, we would not be
surprised that the Soviets won the war; we would be astonished to hear that they
nearly lost it. Generally accepted reasons for the near defeat start from Germany’s
qualitative advantages: surprise, momentum, experience, the self-confidence
created by previous victories, and intrinsically superior military organization. They
extend to military weaknesses and errors on the Soviet side: a command staff
broken by purges, a rank-and-file that was barely assimilated into military units or
trained for combat, battle orders based on faulty operational concepts, and Stalin’s
self-deception over Hitler’s true intentions.
Together these factors proved nearly sufficient to overcome Germany’s shortfall
in numbers. The fact that they did not do so, however, suggests that the bigger
mistake was made by Hitler. In 1941, as the military historian Chris Bellamy (2007, p.
61) has written, “the Germans catastrophically underestimated their opponent.”
Chart 2. Net national product of the Soviet Union by sector of origin, 1940 to 1945
(per cent of 1940, at factor costs of 1937)
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The success of Soviet war production was first helped and then hindered by the
sacrifices that accompanied it. Chart 2 shows the trend of real output of the main
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production and service sectors of the economy on the territory under Soviet control
(which changed continually); the underlying figures are the result of root-andbranch reconstruction of the Soviet national accounts, combining published and
archival data. Economically the war can be divided into two parts. In the first part,
from June 1941 through 1942, the rapid expansion of the armed forces and military
supplies was achieved at the expense of the civilian economy. While the production
of equipment and ordnance multiplied, everything else fell away, including the
provision of the metals, fuels, power, transport services, and food on which the
sustainability of the military mobilization relied. In short, whatever was happening
on the battlefield, the Soviet economy was tilting over into an abyss.
In the second part of the war, the economy was pulled back from the edge of
the precipice. In 1943 and 1944 there was stabilization; little further mobilization
took place, and all branches were allowed to grow together. The difficulties of
postwar reconversion in 1945 are signaled by the fact that, while war production fell
sharply, the recovery of the civilian sector remained sluggish.
Chart 2 considers only domestic production, and sheds no light on the other
sources of resources. As Chart 3 suggests, by 1942 the Soviet Union had mobilized
more than 60 percent of its real GDP into the war effort, but GDP had also fallen by
one third. As a result, civilian uses of output were squeezed from two sides, by the
loss of resources and their mobilization into defense. The pressure was somewhat
alleviated by foreign assistance, which added around 5 per cent to the total of
resources available to the Soviet economy in that year (rising to 10 per cent in 1943
and 1944). In 1942, however, gross investment was zero and aggregate consumption
was down by around 60 per cent from 1940. It is not clear exactly what proportion
of the prewar population remained under Soviet control in 1942 but during 1943
consumption per head on Soviet territory probably averaged around 60 percent of
the prewar level, which had already been somewhat squeezed by peacetime
rearmament (Harrison 1996, p. 104).
An equivalent demographic balance is hard to strike. During 1942 Soviet troops
were being killed or captured at 9,000 per day (Krivosheev 1993, p. 143). While
premature civilian deaths have never been counted in the same detail as military
deaths, on a daily basis at least 2,000 Soviet civilians suffered death prematurely
behind Soviet lines (and another 9,000 behind the German lines).1
At the midpoint of the war, then, the situation was this. There had been a huge
mobilization of resources into combat, and this in itself was a remarkable
achievement. In spite of it, the Red Army was not winning the war. Behind the
battlefield, the economy was near to collapse. Fixed investment in 1942 did not

1

Barber and Harrison (2005, pp. 225-226) give more detail. While there were
undoubtedly hunger deaths in the general population under Soviet control, civilian
deaths in 1942 were disproportionately selected from two categories: prisoners in
labour camps, and those living under siege in Leningrad. Later in the war ethnic
minorities deported from the Caucasus on suspicion of collaboration with Germany
formed a third category chosen for special treatment that led to disproportionate
mortality.
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cover capital depreciation; inventories were falling. There was not enough food or
fuel to keep everyone alive. In short, the stocks of both people and physical capital
were tending to shrink, because neither could be maintained by the resources
available. Other things being equal, in the next period there would be less
production, and the war effort would dive into the ground.
Chart 3. Gross national product of the Soviet Union, by final use, 1940 and 1942 to
1944 (billion rubles at 1937 factor cost)
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Note: Investment is gross capital formation, including not only inventories but also
depreciation; this means that when gross investment was zero (as in 1942), net
investment was negative. Consumption is the sum of outlays on household
consumption and communal services. Government spending is split between
defence and non-defence uses. The Soviet gross national product is the sum of the
items shown above the horizontal axis, while the sum of all items, both above and
below the line, equals the total of resources available to the Soviet Union in each
year. The excess of total resources available over GNP was made up by net imports
(chiefly, British mutual aid and United States Lend-Lease). Thus, the area below the
horizontal axis shows the contribution to total Soviet resources from foreign
military-economic assistance; in the chart foreign assistance is set against domestic
defense outlays but this is arbitrary to the extent that domestic resources were
transferable between uses.
Source: Harrison (1996, p. 104).
This situation was not sustainable. Without relief, the economy would collapse.
Relief now came from the victories at Stalingrad in the winter of 1942, and at KurskOrel in the summer of 1943, and from the arrival of foreign aid in increasing
quantities. As a result, the economy was stabilized.
Some years would pass before the Soviet consumer experienced real relief. In
1944 and 1945 the economy began to recover but new burdens arose from the
recapture of territories devastated by looting, enslavement, and extermination. The
occupied territories required not only rebuilding but repopulating, since more than
13 million of their people had died prematurely. In 1946 there were fresh hardships
to face across the country and one to 1.5 million famine deaths (Ellman 2000).
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In summary, 1942 had two remarkable features. One was how close the Soviet
economy came to collapse. The other is that it did not collapse, despite suffering an
attack of vast dimensions that resulted in a deep invasion. In this respect the Soviet
experience of World War II was entirely exceptional. In two world wars, relatively
poor countries such as the Soviet Union that were seriously attacked were defeated
either immediately or after their economies had disintegrated (Broadberry and
Harrison 2008). The Soviet Union was the only country to break this rule.

War preparations
Expectations of war played an essential role in the Stalin revolution. This is
something that historians have rediscovered. During the Cold War, economists on
both sides described a Soviet strategy or model for economic development that was
motivated by social goals of a predominantly civilian and welfare nature, perhaps
distorted by an unduly long time horizon and willingness to impose present
sacrifices for the sake of future generations (Dobb 1948; Spulber 1964a,b; Wilber
1969; Nove 1969; Hunter and Szyrmer 1992; Allen 2003). Partly for lack of
information, scholars placed little weight on military considerations or examined
them only superficially, with rare exceptions (Carr and Davies 1969).
In contrast, recent studies of Bolshevik politics and policies in the 1920s have
advanced new evidence of the heavy weight of internal and external security in
Stalin’s key decisions to accelerate industrialization, collectivize peasant farming,
and squeeze consumption for the sake of accumulation and defense (Simonov 1996;
Samuelson 2000, Stone 2000; Ken 2002; Sokolov 2008).
How did the Bolsheviks envisage the future war? Historians have placed much
emphasis on the important precedent of the Civil War. To some, the Civil War
directly formed Stalinist institutions such as extreme centralization, allocation by
rationing, coercion, and terror (Nove 1969; Cohen 1973; Szamuely 1974; Malle
1985). To others, the Civil War merely presented the Bolsheviks with an opportunity
to put into practice ideas that they had already espoused, and so these ideas were
reinforced for the future (Roberts 1971; Boettke 1990).
Regardless of the truth of this argument, World War I was formative in a
different way: it provided essential lessons about what to avoid. In that war, the
Russian economy had been destroyed by military mobilization (Gatrell 2005). The
government had taken young men and horses from the villages into the army.
Russian industry had converted its facilities to war production, cutting back on the
textiles and metal goods for which farm households were willing to trade their
surplus food. Whether or not the remaining farmers still had surpluses of food to sell
to the towns and the government, they had less incentive to sell it since they could
no longer purchase fabricated goods in exchange. Food production declined
gradually, and more of it was consumed within the countryside, leaving much less
for other uses. Urban consumers were caught in a double squeeze between the
peasants and the army. An urban famine developed that dispatched Russia towards
economic and military collapse and revolution.
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Russia was not special in this regard. The same processes could be seen at work
in all the countries at war that retained a substantial sector of low-productivity
peasant farmers such as the Habsburg and Ottoman Empires, and even Germany. It
is true that government initiatives, such as the introduction of food rationing and
procurement at controlled prices, typically made matters somewhat worse, but the
underlying problem was the structure of the economy (Broadberry and Harrison
2008). With agriculture in the hands of peasant farmers, the government and the
industrial workers were the residual claimants on food. In wartime, when the urbanrural market was disrupted, the peasants decided how much of it to eat, and the
government and the industrial workers got what was left. If that was not enough to
wage war, the war was lost and the state was overthrown.
Stalin and his supporters understood this weakness. In the economy, Stalin
designed his revolution from above to overcome it. From 1929, a command system
directed resources from the centre. One of the most important requirements of the
command system was a reliable supply of food to the urban-rural market. How could
the centre direct the market behavior of more than twenty million small farms?
Temporarily it could use force alone, and in the late 1920s peasant farmers with
significant food stocks felt the force of government repression and confiscation on
an increasing scale. These measures were systematized through mass
collectivization, which began in early 1930; the farms were amalgamated into larger
units, and through them the government established centralized control over the
disposition of the grain harvest (Davies 1980a,b).
Huge losses accompanied this process. At first, the harsh campaign was a
success, extracting millions of tons of grain from the countryside above what the
market would have yielded to feed the cities and for export to purchase foreign
equipment. Then there was not enough food left for the livestock, which had to be
slaughtered. With the loss of horses, the agricultural production system was
undermined, causing damage to the following harvests. There was also a measure of
bad luck in poor weather. Eventually, rising exactions and falling harvests left
insufficient food in the countryside to keep all the people there alive. By the time
this was recognized, it was too late to prevent millions from dying of hunger (Davies
and Wheatcroft 2003; Kondrashin 2008). More millions were sent into internal exile
or imprisoned in labour camps. These losses made it impossible to continue the
extraction of resources from the countryside on the scale that the government
expected. In this sense, the rapid industrialization of the 1930s took place despite
collectivization, not because of it (Millar 1974; Ellman 1975).
From another angle, collectivization tells a different story. It reveals the price
that Stalin was prepared to pay in capital resources and the lives of others in order
to show that from now on the government, not the peasant, was the master. The
government would define the quantity of food that was surplus to rural
consumption, and would take it. The peasant became the residual claimant on food.
There are different views on the pace of militarization of the prewar Soviet
economy. Pointing to the strong influence of the military in plans and policies and
the pervasive militarization of institutions, David Stone (2000) argued that the Soviet
economy was already highly militarized by the completion of the first five year plan
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in 1932. At this time, however, the weights of the defense industry in the economy
and of defense outlays in national and public expenditure remained at a low level,
and for this reason R. W. Davies (2008) replied that full scale militarization was not
apparent until the late 1930s when war was already imminent.
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Chart 4. Soviet rearmament, 1926/27 to 1940: troops and munitions supplied
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Source: Davies and Harrison (1997, pp. 373, 374).
Both views have their place. What Stalin aimed to create through the first five
year plan was a potential for speedy mobilization rather than immediate war
capacities. In the early 1930s, military spending and investment in defense factories
grew rapidly, but remained at modest levels in proportion to the economy. There
was a steady escalation of strategic threats to the Soviet Union, however, from the
Far East as well as from the West. These events gave rise to corresponding pressure
to rearm; as Chart 4 shows, the pressure gave rise to curves of military mobilization
and production that ascended with particular rapidity from 1938 onwards. As a
result, the strategy of creating reserve capacities available for mobilization when
required continually tended to give way to a different strategy, one of putting the
reserve capacities to immediate use for building military equipment in very large
numbers – from 1930 to 1940, nearly 30,000 tanks and more than 40,000 military
aircraft, for example (Davies and Harrison 1997).
An important breakthrough accompanied this shift. This was the transfer of
most Soviet defense factories to mass production and standardized, interchangeable
parts. New production systems were imposed on the defense industry in the teeth
of resistance from the old culture of craft engineering. The artisan tradition of
incremental local “improvement” on designs approved at the centre had two
unwanted consequences: it continually halted production and so increased costs
and lowered productivity; and it meant that military engineers in the field could
never be sure that a mechanical ball or pin manufactured in one factory would fit a
socket manufactured in another. The middle years of the decade saw a war of
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attrition between the government and industry that the government won –
seemingly, just in time for the war (Davies and Harrison 1997; Harrison 2000).

The test of war
When war broke out, the costly policies of collectivization and rearmament turned
out to have had some benefits. Food and mass production were both critical
elements in the success of the war economy. In food supply, the important change
was that the peasants took the place previously occupied by the urban workers and
soldiers as residual claimants on food. Yields collapsed, but the shares that were
taken by government procurement agencies, 38 per cent of the grain harvest and 43
percent of meat supplies in 1940, rose to 47 and 68 per cent respectively in 1942
(Harrison 1990, p. 84).2 This outcome was the opposite of the experience of World
War I – and it was the intended result of collectivization. As a result, there was no
urban famine in World War II, except in Leningrad where the blockade made
starvation unavoidable; widespread hunger could not be prevented, but supplies to
the army, the defense industry, and the urban population were protected.
Whether this can be said to have justified the immense suffering and costs of
collectivizing agriculture in the first place is another matter. From the perspective of
the wartime experience, we can say the following. Without collectivization there
would have been a more prosperous agriculture in the 1930s, and more food would
have been available when war broke out. On the other hand, without collectivization
it would have been more difficult to transfer the food from the countryside to the
war workers and soldiers, since the peasants would have retained and probably
exercised their option to retreat into self-sufficiency in the face of wartime
disruption of the urban-rural market. From this wartime perspective, collectivization
brought a net gain.
Collectivization entailed a profound violation of social justice, on the other hand,
and this should matter in so far as the Allies waged war in its name. Collectivization
was achieved at the cost of millions of deaths of people who could never be
compensated for their sacrifice; not only did the Soviet state not honour them after
death, it tried to suppress their memory. Although the Bolsheviks professed to be
building a society based on principles of fairness, they never showed much interest
in equity over time, across the generations, and it is not obvious why people that
were alive in one period of time should have been treated so much worse than
those that would be alive in the following period.
Further issues concern political accountability and individual choice. Individual
choice is involved when people choose to make sacrifices because they care more
about their children than themselves. Those who died because of collectivization
were not asked to make a choice, however; they were just deprived of food and
killed (often, along with their children).

2

Liveweight meat procurements are measured against deadweight output; this
must bias the share upwards without affecting the sign of the large change from
1940 to 1942.
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Political accountability is raised by the fact that the leading democracies also
traded lives for victory. In Britain and North America, leaders that called for
sacrifices had to compete for office beforehand, and face the judgment of the
electorate afterwards. In Britain, for example, the Parliament changed the prime
minister in 1940 when the war was going badly, and the electorate changed him
again in 1945 when the war was won. That might seem ungrateful but Churchill
accepted it as the will of the electorate. Stalin passed the test of war, but he never
submitted himself to the test of a free and fair election.
I turn to the effectiveness of prewar industrial policies. When war broke out,
again, these policies turned out to have had benefits but the benefits were much
less than might have been expected. The rearmament required a large consumption
sacrifice; on the figures underlying Chart 3, by 1940 defense outlays were consuming
about 17 per cent of Soviet GDP. In fact, prewar industrialization brought no benefit
to the Soviet consumer because all of the increase in output was recycled back into
investment or defense. The defense sector benefited, but by less than might appear.
It is true that tens of thousands of tanks and aircraft were built during the 1930s but,
of those added to the combat stocks existing in 1941, most were lost immediately or
turned out to be unusable. There was a benefit to investment, but again there was a
detriment too: many of the specialized defense factories built in peacetime were
located in regions exposed to attack and were lost or had to be moved to the
remote interior; the relocation process was immensely costly in itself, and precious
time was lost while the production facilities in transit.
In contrast, the market economies that were faced with defending themselves
against aggression put the primary emphasis on building a flexible industrial system
that produced civilian goods in peacetime but could be converted to war production
rapidly when needed. As a result, Britain and America were able to avoid
accumulating large stockpiles of equipment that became obsolete before they could
be used. It could be objected that this strategy lacked commitment; as a result, they
failed to deter the aggression of the Axis powers. But this criticism is weakened by
the Soviet experience. Although Soviet preparations were very extensive, and
conveyed plenty of commitment, they too did not have a deterrent value. If they
had, the war might not have happened.
In wartime as in peacetime, the Stalinist pattern of war preparations through
industrialization turned out to have important gaps. The goals of the five-year plans
were heavily biased towards things fabricated from steel and cement and the
electric power required to produce them. Because the rival powers made large
quantities of these, Stalin and his associates may well have supposed that there was
a causal connection: make lots of steel and cement and become rich like the West.
But steel and cement were not as critical as they thought. Other processes were
probably more important in “causing” economic development. In particular, the
costs of copying and transmitting information were shrinking rapidly with modern
printing and cable and wireless telecommunications. The productivity of information
was rising as incomes rose. Across market economies in the 1930s average incomes
were correlated with the consumption of newsprint and access to telephone
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networks just as strongly as with ingots of steel or kilowatts of electric power
(Harrison 1994).
In this respect the Bolshevik development model, if it existed, was seriously
incomplete, and failed to reckon with the falling cost and rising value of information.
The Bolsheviks’ traditions of secrecy and monopolization of information led them
deliberately to suppress the opportunities associated with the age of information. In
peacetime, information flowed sluggishly through distorting channels, or was locked
away altogether in the deep freeze of Stalinist secrecy. In wartime, the Soviet Army
paid a heavy price in poor communications among the frontline units and with the
command staff. They made this good by importing large quantities of radios and
field telephones from the United States, including a million miles of telephone cable.
The Soviet prewar rearmament was very costly, therefore, partly because it
involved the accumulation of large stocks of weapons and facilities that turned out
to have much less military value than was thought at the time. There was also a
characteristic neglect of information and communication technologies. To set
against these were two clear gains.
One gain was the habituation of the workforce to the idea of a likely war. There
was a lot of contingency planning for the wartime mobilization of industry. Much of
it was superficial or fanciful (Davies 2008). One benefit of this activity, however, was
that the mobilization plans left no one in any doubt that war was possible. If war
broke out, everyone was expected to do something at once, even if it was not
completely clear what that should be. No one was to sit around waiting to see what
would happen next.
The other gain lay in having won the battle for mass production before the war
broke out. However costly it may have been to produce and deliver those ultimately
useless tens of thousands of airplanes and tanks in peacetime, it is hard to see any
other way in which the experience of mass production could have been embedded
in Soviet factories and work teams before the war broke out. This experience was
critical to Soviet industry’s wartime production “miracle.” Using the techniques of
mass production and standardization embedded before the war, by 1943 Soviet
industry was delivering weapons to the Red Army at a small fraction of the real unit
costs of 1940 (Voznesensky 1948, p. 92; Harrison 1996, pp. 221-228). It was because
of this that, in the decisive years of the war, Soviet industry was able to produce
larger numbers of tanks and airplanes in fewer models and longer runs than the
German adversary (Harrison 2000).
To summarize, the successful implementation of the Stalinist command system
in wartime was the intentional result of prewar policies that Stalin designed for that
very purpose. The policies that worked towards this goal were the mass
collectivization of agriculture and the establishment of a modern defense industry
based on mass production and standardization. This was not a chance evolution; the
hand of the designer has left clear traces in official documents and memoirs.
At the same time, the designer was not that intelligent. Stalin’s war
preparations, while purposeful, were hugely wasteful. Collectivization was a
peacetime disaster. It decimated the human and social capital of the Soviet
countryside and impoverished and alienated the majority of the population.
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Knowing that his policies were filling the country with dumb resentment and
unexpressed bitterness, Stalin launched a preventive war, not in 1941 against
Germany as is sometimes alleged, but in 1937 against the “enemy within” (Khlevniuk
1995). Through show trials and secret mass operations, Stalin attempted to
eliminate the potential traitors beforehand. Despite killing a million people, he failed
to do so: there were still plenty of actual traitors when war broke out. Possibly,
Stalinist terror created more new traitors than it killed old ones.

Conclusions
The Soviet economy eventually collapsed in 1991, at a time of growing international
relaxation, when the burden of military outlays was shrinking, when the only threat
to the country’s borders came from within. It did not collapse in 1941, with its
territory deeply penetrated by the mightiest military machine in the world at the
time for the purposes of a genocidal onslaught.
The reasons include Soviet preparations for war, Stalin’s successful exploitation
of national feeling and repression to hold the war effort together, and the provision
and effective utilization of Allied assistance. Stalin declared afterwards (Pravda,
February 10, 1946) that the war had provided “a great school of testing and
verification of all the people’s forces ... an examination for our Soviet system, our
state, our government, our Communist Party.” If World War II was a test, then the
Soviet war economy passed it.
Stalin claimed that the Soviet economy had been proven more effective than
capitalism at the tasks of both peace and war. Stalin was half right: despite the costs
and weaknesses that we have reviewed, the Soviet economy was able to mobilize its
resources effectively under the colossal pressures of wholesale attack. It was able to
commit a proportion of its resources to the battlefield that matched those achieved
by market economies at a much higher development level. The fact that it was
assisted by substantial Allied aid is significant, but does not detract from the
remarkable resilience that was in evidence.
Success in war is no criterion or guarantee of a good society, however. World
War II presented criteria only of ruthless discipline, technology, and state capacity.
Other societies that passed similar tests at one time or another have included those
of Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar, Chinghiz Khan, and the Moghuls. We do not
look back to these for lessons on how to organize our own society. Nor should we
look to Stalin. Hitler’s Germany almost won its war; would that have made it a
model for us to copy?
The methods that Stalin employed to prepare the Soviet economy for war were
bloody and disastrous by the standards of peacetime. Stalin’s claim of an advantage
for the Soviet state in peaceful uses of resources turned out to be false. For wartime
purposes, the Soviet advantage was confined to its ability to drive up the share of
resources for national priorities at the expense of the personal well-being of its
citizens. Societies at war are also measured by their enemies, and Hitler’s Germany
provided the measure of Stalin’s Russia. Stalin’s place in history has benefited from
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the fact that he was not the only murderous tyrant of his day. The claim that he was
better than Hitler is arguable, but also speaks for itself.
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